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Materials Available for Inspection. The Community Development Department has on file copies
of written documentation relating to each item of business on this Agenda available for public
inspection. You may also view agenda items online at www.sangabrielcity.com/140/Design-ReviewCommission. Materials related to an item on this agenda, submitted to the Design Review
Commission after distribution of the Agenda packet, are available for public inspection at the
meeting or in the Community Development Department, located at City Hall, 425 South Mission
Drive, San Gabriel, California, during regular office hours, Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. except for Tuesdays until 6:30 p.m.
Persons with Disabilities. Upon request, this agenda will be made available in appropriate
alternative formats to persons with disabilities, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990. Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation
in order to participate in a meeting should direct such request to the Community Development
Department at (626) 308-2806 at least 48 hours before the meeting, if possible.
Questions About This Agenda? Should any person have a question concerning any of the above
agenda items prior to the meeting, please contact the Community Development Department in
person or by telephone at (626) 308-2806 during regular office hours.
NOTE: CITY HALL IS AN ACCESSIBLE FACILITY PER THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT.
Any person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in
a meeting should direct such a request to the Community Development Department at (626) 3082806 at least 48 hours before the meeting, if possible.

DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION AGENDA
FEBRUARY 26, 2018
•

CALL TO ORDER

•

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE LED BY: Commissioner Raymond Cheng

•

ROLL CALL: Chair Nadolney, Commissioner Cheng

1.

PUBLIC COMMENT
This is the time set aside for members of the public to address the Design Review
Commission on items of interest that are not on the agenda, but are within the
subject matter jurisdiction of the Design Review Commission. Pursuant to the
Brown Act, the Design Review Commission cannot answer any questions or take
any action until such time as the matter may appear as an item on a future agenda.

2.

CONSENT CALENDAR
Minutes from the regular meeting on January 22, 2018.

3.

CONTINUED BUSINESS
A. 328 EAST LIVE OAK AVENUE
PLANNING CASE NO. PL-15-073 (PRECISE PLAN OF DESIGN)
APPLICANT/ DESIGNER: LAWRENCE CHAO
PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Precise Plan of Design
(PPD) to allow for the construction of ten new condominium units located in the
R-3 (Multiple Family Residential) zone. This project is exempt from the
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per
Guidelines 15332, Class 32 (In-Fill Development).
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-15-073, subject to the
recommended conditions of approval.

4.

STAFF ITEMS

5.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS AND CONFERENCE/MEETING REPORTS
Each Commissioner may address the Commission and public on matters of
general information and/or concern. This is also the time for Commissioners to
report on conferences and/or meetings they have attended.

6.

ADJOURN DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
To a regular meeting on Monday, March 26, 2018 at 6:30 p.m. at City Hall, 425 S.
Mission Drive, 2nd Floor, Council Chambers.
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SAN GABRIEL DESIGN REVIEW COMISSION
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
(SPECIAL TIME)
MONDAY, JANUARY 22, 2018

•

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Nadolney called the special meeting of the Design Review Commission
to order at 6:30 p.m. on January 22, 2018, in the Council Chamber at City Hall,
425 South Mission Drive, San Gabriel, California 91776.

•

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The pledge of allegiance was led by Chair Nadolney.

•

ATTENDANCE: Chair Nadolney and Commissioner Cheng
Present: Chair Nadolney, Commissioner Cheng, Planning Manager Tracy
Steinkruger, City Architect Brown, City Attorney Pilchen, and Design Review
Commission Secretary Louie

1. PUBLIC COMMENT
None
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. Minutes of the November 27, 2017 meeting of the Design Review Commission
Recommended Action: Approval
Commissioner Cheng moved to approved minutes of the November 27, 2017
meeting of the Design Review Commission with correction on page 5 of 7
which meant to state “windows installed properly.” Seconded by Chair
Nadolney. Motion passed by a vote of 2 ayes, 0 noes, and 0 abstentions.
3. NEW BUSINESS
A. 237 EAST LAS TUNAS DRIVE
PLANNING CASE NO. PL-15-003
Applicant/ Designer: Priya Sakhrani/ Kai Chan (KCDA Inc)
Minutes-January 22, 2018- Page 1 of 11

PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for consideration of adopting a
Revised Initial Study and Environmental Checklist (IS) and a Revised Mitigated
Negative Declaration (MND), adopting a Mitigated Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP), and in the alternative finding the project Categorically
Exempt, and approval of a PPD to allow for the construction of a new
approximately 9,997 square-foot medical dialysis building in the C-1 (Retail
Commercial) zone. The IS, MND, and MMRP were prepared in accordance with
the CEQA (Pub. Res. Code § 21000 et seq.) and CEQA Guidelines (14 Cal. Code
Regs § 15000 et seq.). The IS and MND were circulated and made available for
public review as well as posted on the City’s Planning Division’s webpage. The
public review and comment period ran from December 15, 2017 through
January 8, 2018.
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission:
a. FIND that the Design Review Commission has reviewed and considered
the information contained in the IS and MND prepared for this project;
b. ADOPT: 1) the related and prepared Environmental Findings, 2) the IS and
MND; and 3) a MMRP;
c. DETERMINE based on the whole of the record, the project is exempt from
the requirements of CEQA pursuant to but not limited to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15332, Class 32 (In-Fill Development); and,
d. APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-15-003, subject to the recommended
conditions of approval.

This is part two of a project, original was in 2015 was presented to be larger, at
the time the project required CUP and parking production. The first step was to
be in Planning Commission who approved applications and appealed to City
Council and they granted appeal and denied the applications. It is now below
10,000 square feet which has decreased parking and is now a code compliant
case where the only entitlement is Precise Plan of Design. Environmental
determination is needed to further the project (environmental view dialog is up
to date). Site is appropriate from design perspective. Surrounded by medical
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buildings and single story housing on Las Tunas. The Environmental Review in
staff report prepared an initial study to see if the initial review would have a
significant effect on environment. Results showed significant impacts but can
be avoided or reduced to less than significant level through implementation
and mitigation measures. The MMD went through public review period and
comment. Sent notices of the availability document and it was a 300-foot public
noticing radius to all responsible agencies from December 15-January 8 and
only received one formal comment letter from LA County Sanitation Bureau.
Staff confirmed plans comply with the findings and staff recommendation is a
multi-part recommendation.
City Architect Brown stated the project has a history and number of litigations
and all the design issues on the project. Materials originated as contemporary
and transitioned into traditional. Heightened attention on medical use due to
required privacy and appropriate street parking conditions. Not many buildings
adjacent to side of street which stresses need for a strong urban piece.
Craftsmanship has a lot of issues with it. Follow up with details throughout
design development. Discuss elevations pertaining to height and screening
elements.
Commissioner Cheng stated that the electrical lighting on the property is not
quite coordinated and what is shown on the electrical plan is not shown on the
actual plan. He would like the electrical to be reviewed so everyone is on the
same page.
Chair Nadolney requires more decorative lighting since it is on the main street
and Commissioner Cheng agrees; Brown states that highlighting the building
would make it look nicer at night.
Chair Nadolney commented on the design shall continue to be redesigned
during the design development for the public to understand. Refinement
doesn’t mean it will change what we have approved but it will tighten the
approved material.
Speaker #1 applicant Doctor Sakhrani thanked commissioners for having him
here and grateful for the constant support and hard work put in this project.
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Speaker #2 Charles Cummings resident at 133 Country Club Drive: Noted there
are 33 parking spaces for 34 dialysis patients. Questioned if there are there any
laws that requirement employees to park in the parking structure. His comment
is the parking zone on Las Tunas is a two hour parking zone from Alabama to
Country Club Drive. Since the dialysis process takes roughly four or more hours,
it would be beneficial for the parking time limit to be eliminated for overflow
parking. Currently, the only place people can park is at the Country Club Drive
and we would not want to encourage it since there is only parking on one side
of the street. Concerned with HVAC units as potential significant noise as single
family residences live right by the new building and will be impacted and
recommended prescreening. Resident Cummings would like to know if it could
be screened or buffered and believes that parking can be mitigated with
parking rule changes.
Speaker #3 Suzanne Paine owner of 109-111 Country Club San Gabriel and lives
at 458 North California Street; Resident Paine owns duplex with five children
and is concerned with hours of operation from 3am-11pm. States the car
sounds will wake up the children at night. Main concern is confirmation that
they keep the wall in place on the Northside and the trees maintained and in
place as a noise buffer. If so, then Ms. Paine has no other issues with the
property.
Speaker #4 Anne Gifford Ewing resident at 311 Country Club; Resident Ewing is
concerned about traffic safety since there is a speeding pattern and have had
various dangerous incidents on the corners. Thankfully, the police have been
wonderful in recent weeks about taking control of the speeding issues. In a
previous meeting it was stated that there will be assurance they will be using
Las Tunas and not Country Club Drive. Resident questioned how it will be
enforced or controlled but states that the safety hazards and potholes must be
taken care of by the City or else it will get out of hand.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that the block wall will be preserved and
not altered. Landscaping should further assist with the noise buffer and soften
the appearance of the 6 foot wall. The wall goes beyond the garage and it would
not be removed. In terms employee parking, they are currently not required to
park on site but it is presumed that they will since it is gated and enclosed.
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According to condition of approval number 18, shuttles are not allowed to drive
along or idle when loading and unloading patients at the project. A condition
of approval regarding the lighting will provide the ability to flesh that out more.
HVAC systems will not create significant noise to impact the neighbors next
door.
Applicant confirmed the hours of operation will start 4 a.m. in the morning and
late shift ends around 7 p.mm with the exception of 1-2 staff members to set
up at 2:30 a.m.-3 a.m. and to stay to clean till 11 p.m. There is no condition of
approval to enforce employees to park on the lot but they can create a
condition of approval to make sure that there is no one parking on Country
Club Drive.
Steinkruger confirmed the last patron and/or employee could be on-site as late
as 11 p.m.
Commissioner Cheng confirmed employees will be encouraged to park on-site
and if it becomes an issue there are a few other off-site parking options.
Speaker #3: Charles Cummings 133 Country Club Drive; Stated the Las Tunas
parking restrictions will only cause more problems and suggested no
restrictions on parking hours to encourage parking in front of the dialysis center
or else they will park in residential area.
City Attorney Pilchen stated street parking rules are outside of the residents
control and the City should re-evaluate the parking separate from the CUP.
Commissioner Cheng suggested that if employee parking becomes a problem
then at that time the proper body can adjust the parking requirement - it is an
area problem and not a project problem. Recommended no changes at this
time but to keep watch after project has been approved.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated the burden should fall on Public Works
and Fire and not on the applicant.
City Attorney Pilchen focused on the word content which states applicant
“should coordinate” which does not legally prohibit us from alterations.
Chair Nadolney questioned if we should we add Las Tunas to item 19.
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Planning Manager Steinkruger stated that we can easily do away with CUP and
have staff research the parking situation.
Speaker Suzanne Paine stated the work on the medical building across the
street was flexible on the hours of operation and adjusted accordingly
(adjustment was made primarily during construction time only).
Commissioner Cheng stated the design issues have reasonable solutions for
electrical and control of lighting and is comfortable with the project being
ready.
Chair Nodolney’s concern is no backup space for parking space 22 and 23.
Questioned why not using clear windows for a possibly better look and
completes the corner.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated the issue could be resolved with the
elimination of one parking space and commented on the need for more exterior
decorative lighting besides the sign (currently, the only lighting is the archway
close to the pedestrian entry).
Commissioner Cheng recommended condition 20 to be reviewed and revised
with proper lighting.
Architect Brown discussed shade options. The window details are covered in
conditions of approval with shade and privacy provided by horizontal blinds for
privacy. The solid material may provide insolation, aesthetics, and sound
control.
Commissioner Cheng moved to approve Planning Case No. PL-15-003 with
removal of condition 19 to remove the Country Club curb and applicant
work with Public Works department. Seconded by Chair Nodolney.
Motion passed by a vote of 2 ayes, 0 noes, 0 abstentions.
B. 328 EAST LIVE OAK AVENUE
PLANNING CASE NO. PL-15-073 (PRECISE PLAN OF DESIGN)
APPLICANT/ DESIGNER: LAWRENCE CHAO
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PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Precise Plan of Design (PPD)
to allow for the construction of ten new condominium units located in the R-3
(Multiple Family Residential) zone. This project is exempt from the requirements
of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), per Guidelines 15332, Class
32 (In-Fill Development).
STAFF RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-15-073, subject to the
recommended conditions of approval.
Planner Garibay stated that project falls under the maximum density of 14 units.
Commissioner Cheng stated the breakup of the building is good and so far
project is successful. Confirmed all windows are dark brown vinyl sand finish,
deep recess, front yard fence, and detailed gate. He suggested the front steel
electric gate is a little too complicated and too detailed.
Chair Nadolney noticed the actual building sits back pretty far. Find an
opportunity to make it more special. Existing Oak tree has been noted.
Property owner stated they have submitted many times with different planners
and not everyone on the same page and frustrated with process.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated initial submittal was in 2015 with three
rounds of incompleteness review with scattered submissions throughout year.
Commissioner Cheng explained process to receive complete documentation
but comfortable to approve when conditions met and connect with the
architect.
Chair Nadolney questioned ramp into the garage, parking structure hardscape,
and material on the parking spaces.
Chair Nadolney and Commissioner Cheng need to see more finished project
with more quality space for residents. Suggested connecting with landscape
architect.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated City Architect will have to examine
external lights, detail, finishes on the roof, door detail, landscape design for
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hard and soft area, play area, colors, roofing materials, etc. which can be
handled administratively or through Design Review Commission.
Commissioner Cheng would like design revisions and come back next month.
Planning Manager Steinkruger stated last submitted drawings were on Oct
2016 but did not receive all documents at once.
Chair Nadolney recommended putting him first on the agenda next month.
Commissioner Cheng moved to continue 328 East Live Oak Ave Planning
Case NO. PL-15-073 (Precise Plan of Design) until next meeting after
applicant brings in additional information and addresses concerns raised.

C. 902 EAST MISSION ROAD
PLANNING CASE NO. PL-17-003 (PRECISE PLAN OF DESIGN)
APPLICANT / DESIGNER: JONATHAN SOO
PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a PPD to allow for the
construction of an 8,232 square-foot, two-story commercial building with retail,
office, and restaurant tenants in the C-3 (Commercial and Limited Light
Manufacturing) zone. The project is exempt from the requirements of CEQA per
Guidelines Section 15322, Class 32 (In-Fill Development)
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Design Review
Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. PL-17-003, subject to the
recommended conditions of approval.
Architect Jonathan Soo stated restaurant will be dine-in and everything is
handicap accessible. All parking is tandem spaces with valet option.
Chair Nadolney suggested moving staircase for larger tenant because it looks
like the first floor is an afterthought and the second floor is the focus.
Concerned with porcelain tiles since it is small, does not weather well, and falls
off quickly.
Commissioner Cheng suggested similar material since the one selected will
need repairs frequently.
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Owner of project stated it is a full body tile and have used this material before.
Owner would like to stucco the building and use tile only for decoration which
would cover 25% of building. Pieces would be straight and not horizontal for a
more contemporary look.
Chair Nadolney stated light fixtures in item 13 need to be submitted for
approval. Color looks great but issue with tiles is it won’t last.
Commissioner Cheng wants architecture to show exact details of the finishes
since the proposed elevations are not identified. Questioned canopy material
above window which is a metal piece anchored to the wall and too many
challenges for materials to come out perfectly.
Commissioner Cheng and Chair Nadolney approved with exception of materials
and exterior lighting which must go through plan check.
Commissioner Cheng moved to approve PLANNING CASE NO. PL-17-003
(PRECISE PLAN OF DESIGN) with the continuation to add exterior lighting
fixtures and location of exterior tiles. Must come up with a mock up for
City Architect Brown to approve or if not applicants can substitute tile
finish with smooth stucco with a dark grey color. Seconded by Chair
Nadolney. Motion passed by vote of 2 ayes, 0 noes, and 0 abstentions.
D. 416 EAST LAS TUNAS DRIVE
PLANNING CASE NO. MSP17-002 (MASTER SIGN PLAN)
APPLICANT/ DESIGNER: New Sign Solution Inc.
PROJECT SUMMARY: This is an application for a Master Sign Plan for a mixeduse project approved in 2013. The approved project is located within the C-1 (Retail
Commercial District) zone. This project is exempt from the requirements of the
CEQA per Guidelines Section 15311(a) (Accessory Structures: On-Premise Signs).
STAFF

RECOMENDATION: Staff recommends that

the Design

Review

Commission APPROVE Planning Case No. MSP17-002 subject to the recommended
conditions of approval.
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Senior Planner Whipple stated the project meets all zoning specifications, window
signs, vinyl specifications, landlord preapproval, LED lighting suggested, no gas
tube lighting, and centered sign. Proper placement and lighting that will
complement the building without any safety hazards.
Commissioner Cheng questioned all channel letters confirming it is not block signs
and inquired about detail for electrical blowout.
Owner stated residential signs are just pinned out letters with no lighting for
residential courtesy while commercial side has lit signs behind the wall.
Chair Nadolney pointed out the monument sign is type face and aluminum. There
are two fonts for the numbers (Oakman bold) and letters (Helvetica). Suggested to
eliminate font to one to standardize.
Owner claimed tenants want to use their own fonts for business signs.
Commissioner Cheng suggested having all numbers be the same on building and
change page 6 to match Las Tunas Regency so there is only two types of fonts.
Chair Nadolney stated there is no page 5 but is proposing Helvetica. The numbers
are prequalified and can be identified during the construction process.
Does not suggest having two different fonts on the same side but the rest of the
signs are okay.
Commissioner Cheng moved to approved PLANNING CASE NO. MSP17-002
(MASTER SIGN PLAN), subject to site plan per staff recommendation and
amended proposals. Seconded by Chair Nadolney. Motion passed by a vote
of 2 ayes, 0 noes, and 0 abstentions.
•

STAFF ITEM
Planning Manager Steinkruger informed of possible joint meeting with Planning
Commission and Design Review Commission due to a few projects that can pass
both at the same time. More projects will arise this summer with 2017 start date.

•

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS AND CONFERENCE/MEETING REPORTS
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Conversation about site plan review process, city architect duties, and standards
on discretionary and single family applications.
•

ADJOURN DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING
Chair Nadolney adjourned the Design Review Commission meeting at 9:10
p.m. to a regular meeting on Monday, February 26, 2018 at 7:00pm at City
Hall, 425 South Mission Drive, San Gabriel, California.

CITY OF SAN GABRIEL

JADEN LOUIE, DESIGN REVIEW COMISSION SECRETARY

MARLA NADOLNEY, CHAIR
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